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Abstract

Male mate choice might be based on both absolute and relative strategies. Cues of female attractiveness are thus likely to
reflect both fitness and reproductive potential, as well as compatibility with particular male phenotypes. In humans,
absolute clues of fertility and indices of favorable developmental stability are generally associated with increased women’s
attractiveness. However, why men exhibit variable preferences remains less studied. Male mate choice might be influenced
by uncertainty of paternity, a selective factor in species where the survival of the offspring depends on postnatal paternal
care. For instance, in humans, a man might prefer a woman with recessive traits, thereby increasing the probability that his
paternal traits will be visible in the child and ensuring paternity. Alternatively, attractiveness is hypothesized to be driven by
self-resembling features (homogamy), which would reduce outbreeding depression. These hypotheses have been
simultaneously evaluated for various facial traits using both real and artificial facial stimuli. The predicted preferences were
then compared to realized mate choices using facial pictures from couples with at least 1 child. No evidence was found to
support the paternity uncertainty hypothesis, as recessive features were not preferred by male raters. Conversely,
preferences for self-resembling mates were found for several facial traits (hair and eye color, chin dimple, and thickness of
lips and eyebrows). Moreover, realized homogamy for facial traits was also found in a sample of long-term mates. The
advantages of homogamy in evolutionary terms are discussed.
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Introduction

Women’s facial attractiveness reflects features that indicate high

reproductive potential (for a review in humans, see [1]). For

example, feminine characteristics are strong components of

women’s attractiveness and are linked to estrogen/androgen

ratios–a reliable indicator of fertility potential [2]. However, some

facial features, such as eye or hair color or dimples, do not exhibit

any apparent association with individual fitness. These so-called

‘‘neutral features’’ have been proposed to be subject to sexual

selection and are specifically linked to paternity confidence [3]. In

this context, these traits are considered attractive because they

increase the probability that paternal traits are expressed in the

phenotype of the offspring, thereby facilitating the detection of

paternity or non-paternity. Another hypothesis for the role of these

facial features in mate choice is homogamy, where individuals

demonstrate preferences for mates with similar genetic back-

grounds [4,5,6]. In fact, mating with a partner of relatively

proximal genetic background might be evolutionary advantageous

by decreasing outbreeding depression. In this study, we aimed to

simultaneously investigate the role of paternity confidence and

homogamy in influencing the attractiveness of women’s facial

features.

In species where paternal care is required for the survival of

the offspring, uncertain paternity might cause males to

distinguish their own offspring from those conceived by their

mate in extra-pair relationships [7]. In humans, some studies

have suggested that men are sensitive to cues of paternity when

making decisions of paternal investment, such as fidelity and

father-child facial similarities (in experiments [8], but see [9]; in

real families [10,11,12,13,14]). If men assess their paternity

through phenotype matching [15], then the phenotypic traits

exhibiting Mendelian or quasi-Mendelian inheritance could be

used to facilitate the detection of paternity or non-paternity. In

this context, men displaying recessive features would demon-

strate a preference for women exhibiting recessive versions of

the same features, because their children will be phenotypically

recessive for the trait, and a phenotypically dominant child

could then signal a non-paternity. On the other hand,

a phenotypically dominant man may conceive, with some

probabilities, phenotypically dominant or recessive children,

irrespective of the phenotype of his partner (the probabilities

depend, among other, on allele frequencies in the population).

Nevertheless, choosing a phenotypically recessive woman

increases the probability that his dominant traits (rather than

her recessive traits) will be expressed by their offspring,

confirming transmission of paternal features (this probability is

at least 0.5). As the number of dominant traits considered

increases, the probability that at least one of them is transmitted

also increases. Thus, the paternity uncertainty hypothesis

predicts that both phenotypically dominant and recessive men

prefer phenotypically recessive women, but this preference may

be more important for recessive men.
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An empirical evaluation of how preferences vary relative to

one’s own genetic determinism is available for eye color. Blue

eye color is recessive to brown [16,17,18,19], and interestingly,

a study has found that blue-eyed men tend to find blue-eyed

women more attractive, whereas brown-eyed men were not

found to exhibit a particular eye color preference [20] but see

[21]. This result is consistent with eye color influencing

attractiveness through a mechanism of enhanced non-paternity

detection. This suggests that so-called neutral traits–in this case,

eye color–might be subject to sexual selection. However, other

unknown reasons (other than sexual selection) underlying eye

color selection cannot be definitively excluded. Moreover, unless

other polymorphic traits are also considered, the paternity

uncertainty hypothesis cannot be validated. Indeed, the re-

liability of paternity confidence evaluation should increase with

the number of traits evaluated. This is because the dominance

effect blurs the relationship between phenotype and genotype,

depending on the population frequency of heterozygotes. In

particular, non-paternity detection using eye color is less reliable

in a population where the majority of the population exhibits

the same eye color, as there will be a high probability that the

biological and the social fathers have the same eye color. Thus,

when several dominant traits are simultaneously involved, the

probability increases that at least one of them is transmitted and

signals paternity.

Another hypothesis about the role of these so-called neutral

facial features in mate choice is homogamy [4,5,6]. The extent

to which there is selection for homogamy remains poorly

understood and could result from an extension of a kin selection

mechanism, as a lower genetic distance between parents

translates into a higher parental-offspring relatedness (Genetic

similarity theory, [22] or outbreeding avoidance [23]). Indeed,

a majority of mates resemble each other for a high number of

traits. Positive correlations have been demonstrated for socio-

economic, psychological and physical variables [5,6,24,25].

Nevertheless, the observed formation of couples does not always

reflect preferences. For example, if mate choice occurs within

a given socioeconomic class [26,27,28], it will automatically

generate homogamy for specific factors of each class. Compe-

tition for mates might also automatically generate homogamy

for some features, such as attractiveness [29].

To simultaneously evaluate the paternity uncertainty (prefer-

ences for recessive states of features) and the homogamy

(homogamy for facial traits independent of their dominance/

recessive status) hypotheses, experiments were performed in

which men were asked to rate the attractiveness of women’s

facial pictures. The dominance/recessive status of several facial

traits was recorded for both women and raters. In Study 1,

facial pictures from real women were used to investigate (i)

whether raters prefer women with recessive facial features (i.e.,

paternity uncertainty hypothesis) and (ii) whether raters prefer

women whose features are similar to their own, independently

of the genetic determinism of these traits (i.e., homogamy

hypothesis). In Study 2, the same test was also performed using

artificial faces as stimuli to better control for the large number

of dimensions involved in attractiveness. In all studies, these

traits were first analyzed independently in the event of differing

results, and then were simultaneously considered in order to

provide an overall answer independent of specific traits. Finally,

in Study 3, data derived from real couples were analyzed to

evaluate whether the preferences previously identified are

applicable to the formation of couples.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
The protocol used to recruit participants and collect data was

approved (#1226659) by the French National Committee of

Information and Liberty (CNIL). For each participant, the general

purpose of the study was explained (‘‘a study on the determinants

of facial attractiveness’’) and a written voluntary agreement was

requested for a statistical use of data (private information and

photographs). Data were analyzed anonymously.

Study 1
Stimuli. Women between 18 and 25 years of age were

recruited by social networks and in public places from Montpellier,

Pau and Reims in France. For each woman, the following

information was collected: place and date of birth, origin of

parents and grandparents, socioprofessional category, monthly

income (divided into nine classes from less than 760 J to more

than 3618 J), and level of education. Three facial photographs

(front, profile and three quarter views) were taken with the same

digital still camera (Canon EOS 20D) at a distance of 1 m using

the same general setting. Each individual was asked to express

a neutral face and to remove any glasses or earrings. All

photographs were electronically processed using Adobe Photoshop

CS2 to normalize size, color balance, contrast and luminosity. The

backgrounds were replaced by a uniform grey color. Each set of

three facial views was assembled in a triptych (see figure 1).

Procedures. A Delphi-based computer program was gener-

ated to present randomly drawn pairs of triptychs to male raters

(see figure 1). For each pair, the rater had to click on the picture

depicting the woman he found the most attractive. The position of

the picture on the screen (up or down) was randomly ascribed. A

given rater had 20 distinct pairs of pictures to assess, correspond-

ing to 40 different women. Three pairs, randomly chosen among

those previously seen, were presented again at the end to estimate

judgment reliability. Male volunteer raters were recruited in public

places in Montpellier, France and were unaware of the purpose of

the study when assessing pairs of women. For each rater, the

following information was collected: date and place of birth,

origins of parents and grandparents, monthly income, occupation,

house ownership, taxability, education level and sexual orienta-

tion. After completing the evaluation of women’s attractiveness,

three facial photographs (front, profile and three quarter views)

were taken for each rater using the same camera and conditions as

above. The general purpose of the study was then explained (‘‘a

study on the determinants of facial attractiveness’’) and a written

agreement was requested to use the data (private information and

the photographs).

Facial traits. A total of 16 variable facial traits with a quasi-

Mendelian inheritance [17,18,19,30,31,32,33] were first consid-

ered. These features corresponded to various morphological

features of the ear, eye, eyebrows, nose, chin, hair, mouth, skin

and skull. These traits were classified among 400 triptychs as

recessive or dominant by three independent evaluators (JB, MR

and AA). Congruent scoring was statistically tested with a non-

parametric Kappa test of concordance (K). Among congruent

scores, seven features that were sufficiently frequent (.7%) in the

studied population were selected for our study as follows: hair and

eye color (dark or light, hair: K=0.48, P,0.001; eye: K=0.85,

P,0.001), hair texture (curly or flat, K= 0.37, P,0.001), chin

dimple (presence or absence, K= 0.50, P,0.001), thickness of lips

and eyebrows (thick or thin,lips: K=0.55, P,0.001; eyebrows:

K= 0.57, P,0.001), and earlobe (attached or free, K=0.65,

P,0.001). According to their known inheritance pattern, the states

Women’s Attractiveness: Testing Two Hypotheses
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of these features were considered here as discrete variables,

although this is an approximation due to the fact that 1) the exact

genetic determinisms are not fully known, 2) there is a partial

environmental influence [34], and 3) some traits (e.g. lips

thickness) display a unimodal distribution when quantitatively

measured (unpublished results). These seven traits were typed for

all female participants and male raters.

Morphological measurements. Twenty-one points of in-

terest were positioned on the front face photograph of each female

participant [35,36] (see figure S1). Differences between 8

corresponding distances on each side of the face were calculated

for each woman. Each difference was weighted by the mean of the

two corresponding distances. A Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) was performed on the resulting four variables to obtain

a new synthetic variable corresponding to an asymmetry axis. The

coordinate of each woman along this axis represents her individual

asymmetry synthetic value. To assess femininity, 9 distances were

computed from the same twenty-one points for all women subjects.

Similar measurements were performed on a random sample of

sixty males (derived from the raters). A linear discriminant analysis

(LDA) according to sex was performed on the male and female

measurements, providing a synthetic variable corresponding to

a masculinity/femininity axis. The coordinate of each woman

along this axis represents her individual femininity value (see figure

S2). The contrast between lip and skin color was also measured.

Pictures were converted to black and white, and grey values were

measured for four points on the lips and four points on skin around

the mouth. The difference between the means of the grey values of

the lips and skin was used as a contrast value. All morphological

measurements were performed using Image J software, version

1.43.

Statistical analysis. Logistical regression was used to ana-

lyze raters’ preferences. The response variable corresponded to

being chosen or not for each woman during the presentation of

each pair (binary variable). Women and raters were considered

random samples from a larger population of interest and were thus

random-effect variables. Therefore, generalized linear mixed

models with binomial error structure were used. A recessivity

index was created that varied from 0 (no recessive trait displayed

by the woman) to 7 (all traits considered displayed the recessive

variant by the woman). For each choice made by a rater, the

difference between the recessivity indices of the focal and the non-

focal woman was calculated. The value of this difference (variable

‘‘recessivity’’) was integrated into the models. Then, a homogamy

index was created. For each woman, the number of traits for

which a common state (recessive or dominant) was shared with the

rater was scored. The difference between the two women subjects

for this score was entered into the model (variable ‘‘homogamy’’).

This score varied from 7 (the focal woman exhibited all traits in

common with the rater whereas the non-focal exhibited none) to

27. To control for potential confounding effects, other variables

were included in the models. These variables included the

following factors: the rater’s age, and socioeconomic status (a

PCA combination of the variables ‘‘monthly income’’, ‘‘occupa-

Figure 1. A typical screen shot during the evaluation of the women’s facial features by the raters in Study 1. Women aged 18–25 were
recruited and three facial photographs (triptych) were taken. A computer program was used to randomly present drawn pairs of triptychs to male
raters. For each pair, the rater had to click on the picture depicting the woman that he found the most attractive. The pictures and information were
used with each woman’s consent for publication.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049791.g001
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tion’’, ‘‘house ownership’’, ‘‘taxability’’ and ‘‘education level’’), as

well as variables affecting women’s attractiveness, such as

fluctuating asymmetry, degree of femininity, lip contrast and

age. For asymmetry and femininity, non-linear adjustments were

explored. Because in some photographs the women subjects

displayed a perceptible smile, a qualitative variable describing this

aspect (absent, slightly perceptible, perceptible) was also in-

troduced as a potential confounding effect on attractiveness.

Indices of homogamy and recessivity were also calculated for each

trait independently. These 7 binary variables were used in a model

where only significant confounding variables of the previous model

were added (the age of the raters and of the women subjects, smile,

asymmetry and femininity). The data were analyzed by multi-

model inference [37,38]. The fits of all possible models were

compared using AIC, allowing their Akaike weights to be

calculated (R package MuMin). Model averaging was performed

on all models, weighting the contribution of each model according

to its Akaike weight [39]. The relative importance of each variable

(the sum of the Akaike weights of the models in which the variable

appears) and the averages of estimates (weighted by Akaike

weights) were calculated. All statistical analyses were performed

using R 2.14.0 software (R Core Development Team, 2005).

Study 2
Stimuli. A total of 15 distinct virtual faces were created.

FaceGen software permits to create artificial 3D faces varying for

general face shape, lips and eyebrows (width, thickness, color), and

expression (smile). Different hair styles and color (dark or light)

were added with TAAZ software. Using Photoshop, eye color

(dark or light) and chin dimple were modified. Variations of the

five traits under study (see below) were within the normal range of

variation displayed by stimuli of Study 1 (details not shown).

Procedure. For each rater, the same information as in Study

1 was collected. During a preliminary questionnaire, an observer

recorded the state of the five traits (hair and eye color, chin dimple,

and thickness of lips and eyebrow) from the rater’s face. A Delphi-

based program was used to present the virtual women’s faces. For

a given rater, four faces (a ‘quartet’; see figure 2) were selected,

depending on the rater’s own traits that were initially recorded in

the computer program by the observer (see table 1). Within

a quartet, only 5 features of interest vary: hair and eye color (dark/

light), chin dimple (present/absent), and thickness of lips and

eyebrows (thick/thin). Other characteristics (shape of the face,

nose, expression, hair style), vary between quartets. The four faces

corresponded to the four cases of preferences: homogamy (the face

displayed similar character states as the rater), heterogamy (the

face displayed opposite character states), recessivity (the face

displayed recessive character states) and dominant (the face

displayed dominant character states). These four faces were

presented in a row, in a random order. The rater was instructed to

click on the woman subject that he would prefer to build a family

with. Among the five features studied, three are generally

considered to be independent of women’s attractiveness (hair

and eye color and chin dimple) and two are known to be

femininity or attractiveness cues (‘‘lips’’ and ‘‘eyebrows’’; thick

eyebrows are considered as more masculine and thick lips as more

attractive [1]). To control for the effect of lips and eyebrows in

influencing perceived attractiveness, raters were randomly sepa-

rated into two groups. The first group was presented faces varying

for eyes, hair, chin dimple and eyebrows (the state of the lips was in

this case randomized between the quartets but constant within

each quartet). The second group was presented faces varying for

eyes, hair, chin dimple and lips. Each rater evaluated fifteen

quartets, in a random order. To estimate judgment reliability, two

quartets randomly chosen among those previously seen were

presented at the end. Caucasian male volunteers were recruited in

public places in Montpellier, France and were unaware of the

Figure 2. An example of a quartet used in Study 2. A Delphi-based computer program was used to present the virtual women’s faces. For
a given rater, four faces of the same virtual woman were selected, depending on the rater’s own traits (initially recorded in the computer program by
the observer; see table 1). These four faces corresponded to the four cases of preferences: homogamy (the face displayed similar character states as
the rater), heterogamy (the face displayed opposite character states), recessivity (the face displayed recessive character states) and dominant (the face
displayed dominant character states). The rater was instructed to click on the woman that he would prefer to build a family with. Images are from
virtual subjects.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049791.g002

Table 1. Example of facial features for the four women
appearing in a quartet in Study 2.

Facial features

Women (hypothesis) Eyes Chin dimple Hair Eyebrows Lips

Woman 1 (homogamous) light no dark thick thin

Woman 2 (heterogamous) dark yes light thin thick

Woman 3 (recessivity) light no light thin thin

Woman 4 (dominance) dark yes dark thick thick

The rater’s traits were recorded in the computer program. Then, the four faces
of the same virtual woman were presented, depending on the rater’s own traits
(see figure 2). An example for a rater with light eyes, no chin dimple, dark hair,
thick eyebrows and thin lips.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049791.t001

Women’s Attractiveness: Testing Two Hypotheses
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purpose of the study when assessing quartets of women. A written

agreement was obtained for usage of their private information.

Statistical analysis. The response variable was the preferred

face of each rater. This variable included four modalities

(homogamy, heterogamy, recessivity and dominant). Artificial

faces and raters were considered random samples from a larger

population of interest, and thus, both groups were considered to be

random-effect variables. However, no multinomial model with

random-effects was available with R 2.14.0 software. To overcome

this limitation, two approaches were used. First, one response by

each rater was randomly sampled, and a multinomial model was

applied. The process was repeated 1,000 times, generating

a distribution of P-values. Second, the data were analyzed by

multimodel inference as in Study 1. One of the four positions was

arbitrarily chosen (the first on the left), and the variable responses

reflected the choice of each rater on that position (yes if chosen, no

if otherwise). As in Study 1, confounding variables were added to

test the effects of the raters’ characteristics (age and socioeconomic

status) on their choices. Next, the homogamy and recessive indexes

were calculated as in Study 1. We created overall indices for all of

the traits together, plus indices for each characteristic indepen-

dently. The fits of all possible binomial generalized linear mixed

models were compared, and the relative importance and the

weighted average of the estimates for each variable were calculated

as in Study 1.

Study 3
Procedure. Couples were recruited through our social

acquaintances and in public places of Paris, Hyères, Grenoble

and Montpellier in France. They are all Caucasian and have at

least one child (a factor that we used to ensure that the couples

were in long-term relationships at the time of the study). For each

couple, the man and the woman were classified by three

independent evaluators (AA, JB and MR). The five characteristics

studied were the same as in Study 2: hair and eye color, chin

dimple, and thickness of the lips and eyebrows.

Statistical analysis. For each trait, the association of the

phenotypes of mates was tested using a one-sided Fisher’s exact

test on a 262 contingency table, with homogamy as the alternative

hypothesis. To generate a global test for the five traits, a joint

distribution of the five tables was generated by 1000 resampling

with the same marginal counts for each table. The product of the

odd-ratio of each of the five-sample tables was used as a statistic.

The proportion of these statistics that was higher than or equal to

the observed value was used as an estimation of the P-value.

Results

Study 1
We quantified the attractiveness of young women using their

facial pictures. We investigated whether men are more likely to

prefer women with more recessive traits or with traits similar to

their own.

Final sample. A total of 59 young women were sampled (age

range: 18–25, mean= 22.4). Three hundred and sixty-one male

raters assessed the relative attractiveness of these women.

Assessments from unreliable raters (i.e., with more than one

incorrect answer during the test of judgment reliability) were

removed. A total of 345 raters were retained in the final sample, all

Caucasian and heterosexual, with a mean age of 27.1 (age range:

18–61).

Importance of recessivity and homogamy. The relative

importance (I) of each variable demonstrated with high probability

that the recessivity index is in the best approximating model, with

a negative effect (averaged parameter estimate b=20.10; I

.0.99) on the probability for a woman to be chosen. A majority of

men preferred women with more dominant features. There was

a positive effect (b=0.04; I=0.80) of the homogamy variable. To

more precisely understand male preferences, the same indices

were tested trait-by-trait in a secondary model. Although the

dominant state of lips, eyes and earlobes were significantly

preferred (I .0.99), there was a significant preference (I .0.99)

for the recessive state of the eyebrows and chin dimple, and the

thickness of lips was significantly preferred when homogamous

(I=0.65).

Importance of other women’s characteristics. Several

variables demonstrated a significant probability to be in the best

approximating model: Young (b=20.28; I=0.91) and more

frequently smiling (I .0.99) women were more likely to be chosen

by raters. The ‘‘asymmetry’’ variable was adjusted for using the

function: 6 + exp(x). More symmetric women were more often

chosen (b=20.04; I .0.99). The factor exp(x) indicates that

attractiveness decreases faster than linearly with asymmetry. To

determine the effects of femininity, the association between the

degree of smiling and squared femininity was analyzed. Attrac-

tiveness increased with femininity, especially if the woman was

smiling. Lip contrast did not exhibit a significant probability to be

in the best approximating model (I=0.49).

Effects of raters’ characteristics. The raters’ ages

(I=0.85) and socioeconomic levels (I=0.61) exhibited a significant

probability to be in the best approximating model.

Study 2
To differentiate the effects of recessivity and homogamy from

other predictors of attractiveness, we conducted an experiment

similar to that performed in Study 1 using artificial faces.

Final Sample. One hundred and sixty-nine male raters

expressed their preference. Assessments from unreliable raters

(i.e., with more than one incorrect answer during the test of

judgment reliability) were removed. Individuals with all the 5

features studied in the recessive (or dominant) state were also

removed. A total of 99 raters were retained in the final sample, all

Caucasian and heterosexual, with a mean age of 37.3 (age range:

19–84). A multinomial test was used on a sample of 1 response

from each rater (randomly sampled for each rater among the

fifteen women tested). This process was repeated 1,000 times,

generating a distribution of P-values.

Homogamy and recessivity: general indices. The most

frequent choice (37%, P=0.036, see figure 3) tended to be the

women presenting similar facial features as the rater. Thus,

women presenting similar phenotypes as the raters themselves

were predominantly preferred (homogamy). The multimodel

inference on the binomial generalized linear mixed model showed

that the homogamy index exhibited a significant probability to be

in the best approximating model (b=0.40; I .0.99) but not the

recessivity index (b=0.00; I=0.27). The raters’ age exhibited

a significant probability to be in the best approximating model (I

.0.59). The raters’ choices were not influenced by SES (I=0.29).

Homogamy and recessivity: analysis by facial trait. The

same tendency toward homogamy was significant for all of the

facial features analyzed individually: eye color (b=1.12; I .0.99),

hair color (b=0.73; I .0.99), chin dimple (b=0.98; I .0.99), and

lip (b=0.55; I .0.99) and eyebrow thickness (b=1.29; I .0.99).

We also found a considerable effect of the traits’ absolute state.

Raters exhibited a preference for the dominant state of two

features: brown eyes (b=20.21; I=0.69) and dark hair

(b=20.47; I=0.99). The recessive state was preferred for the

three other features: chin dimple absence (b=0.30; I=0.82), thin

Women’s Attractiveness: Testing Two Hypotheses
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lips (b=0.26; I=0.66) and eyebrows (b=1.29; I .0.99).

However, these effects might be the consequence of homogamy

that is linked to unbalanced traits within the raters’ sample. For

example, more than 80% of raters had brown hair, and they

mainly preferred women with brown hair. This hypothesis was

confirmed by separating raters according to their own traits (two

groups for each characteristic). Preference for homogamy accord-

ing to specific facial features appeared to best explain these results.

Global preference toward homogamy remain unchanged even

when quartet where some faces differed by only one trait were

removed (corresponding to raters with almost all features in

dominant or recessive state).

Predictions of paternity uncertainty hypothesis and the

homogamy hypothesis. Consistent with the homomagmy

hypothesis, phenotypically dominant men prefer phenotypically

dominant women, and phenotypically recessive men prefer

phenotypically recessive women (see table 2). Contrarily to the

paternity uncertainty hypothesis, there is no support for a lower

assortation for dominant traits compared to recessive traits. The

only exception is for the eyebrows (see table 2), probably due to the

fact that thin eyebrows are considered as more feminine, and so

more attractive [1]. Thus phenotypically dominant men could be

attracted by women with thin eyebrows too, limiting the

homogamy effect for this specific feature.

Study 3
Here, we investigated whether the preferences observed during

experiments are actually applied in real mate choice. We therefore

determined whether the trends of facial homogamy identified in

Studies 1 and 2 were significantly conserved in a sample of real

couples. The analysis was based on 155 Caucasian couples. First,

the partners were analyzed trait-by-trait using Fisher’s exact tests.

There were positive but non-significant associations (when

corrected for multiple testing: confidence threshold = 0.05/5

tests = 0.01) for lip thickness (OR=2.44, P=0.023), eye color

(OR=1.38, P=0.22), hair color (OR=1.41, P=0.35), and chin

dimple (OR=3.61, P=0.45). There was also a negative and a non-

significant association for eyebrow thickness (OR=0.69, P=0.89).

Next, the combined 5 traits were analyzed together. A significant

trend toward overall homogamy was revealed (P=0.018). These

results suggested that couple formation is driven by a global

similarity rather than a homogamy for particular traits. It is also

possible that men prefer women with all traits corresponding to

their own but that the realization of these preferences during mate

choice is incomplete and cannot be achieved for all facial features.

Discussion

Although there is abundant evidence showing that cues

indicating reproductive potential are considered attractive in

women, few empirical studies have investigated the role of other

selective pressures on men’s mate choice, particularly considering

that choice is not absolute but is also relative to the men’s

phenotype. This study investigates whether facial traits are more

attractive if they are (i) recessive phenotypes, increasing the

probability that subsequent offspring will exhibit a phenotype that

facilitates paternal recognition (Salter’s paternity uncertainty

hypothesis [3]), and (ii) phenotypically similar to the facial traits

of the rater (e.g., homogamy), which might indicate optimum

genetic compatibility between mates. These hypotheses were

tested on seven facial traits using both actual and virtual facial

stimuli. The predicted preferences were then compared to realized

mate choices using the facial pictures from couples with at least 1

child. Our data suggest that men prefer facial traits similar to their

own, in both preference experiments and actual mate choice. Our

results, however, do not support the hypothesis that men prefer

women with traits that facilitate the detection of paternity/non-

paternity in their offspring.

The raters of our study did not exhibit particular preferences for

women’s recessive facial traits, contrary to the prediction of the

paternity uncertainty hypothesis. Thus, women’s facial attractive-

ness does not appear to comprise a signature of paternity

confidence, at least not as proposed by Salter [3]. An empirical

knowledge of inheritance rules is required to discern whether mate

preference can evolve according to the Salter hypothesis. Despite

evidence for the common knowledge of inheritance [40,41],

several uncertainties prevent the application of this general

knowledge to specific features. First, the low population frequency

of some heritable features prevents the development of an intuitive

comprehension of their mode of inheritance (e.g., freckles, red

hair, white forelock). Second, non-heritable features, such as

various types of spots, pimples, infantile haemangioma, angioma,

result in a confounding background noise for any attempt to

Figure 3. The raters’ choices according to the artificial faces
hypotheses in Study 2 (See figure 2). The raters predominantly
preferred faces similar to their own.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049791.g003

Table. 2. Testing the homogamy and the paternity
uncertainty hypotheses, according to raters and women’s
phenotypes.

Homogamy Paternity uncertainty

Traits DD.RD and RR.DR RR.DD

Eyes ,1025 ,1025 0.73

Hair ,1025 0.14 0.992

Chin 0.00255 ,1025 0.17

Lips 0.07 0.00003 0.28

Eyebrows 0.43 ,1025 0.00015

All ,1025 ,1025 0.39

Predictions are coded as follows: the first letter indicates the phenotype of
women preferred, and the second the rater’s phenotype. Thus ‘‘DD.RD’’
corresponds to the hypothesis ‘‘the preference of phenotypically dominant
men towards phenotypically dominant women is stronger than the preference
of phenotypically recessive men towards phenotypically dominant women’’. P-
value for each trait and overall are presented. Bold P-values highlight significant
(P,0.05) results.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0049791.t002
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decipher how other specific traits are inherited. Third, the exact

genetic determinism is often more complex than the simple

Mendelian inheritance considered here, and a non-negligible

environmental influence contributes to obscure the inheritance

pattern [34]. Moreover, the instability of some facial traits in

newborns compromises the reliability of those traits for the

inference of paternity. For example, eye color, for which the

recessive state (blue) is often first expressed in young babies (at least

for Caucasian individuals), is replaced by a brown (or green or

grey) color for those possessing the corresponding allele later in life

[42]. Such is also the case for hair color, with a longer expression

of the recessive state (blond). This could correspond to an

anonymization of the baby, as the phenotypes of babies with those

features tend to be similar –independently of their parents’

genotype. Indeed, children may benefit from anonymization in

some circumstances (i.e., in the case of non-paternity) [43]. It is

known that such anonymization is parent-specific, as newborn

babies tend to resemble their mothers [12,44,45,46], but see

[47,48]. Why some features are partially anonymized whereas

others are not remains an open question. There is the intriguing

possibility that the process of anonymization could be restricted to

traits that exhibit Mendelian inheritance because of the constraints

associated with traits coded by many genes. This, in turn,

decreases the extent of selection that assesses paternity confidence

based on traits that exhibit Mendelian inheritance.

This study provides evidence for the homogamy for certain

facial features. The male raters in this study preferred women’s

faces that exhibited the same states as themselves for five out of the

seven traits investigated (eye color, hair color, chin dimple,

thickness of lips and eyebrows). This finding was revealed when

artificial faces were used (Study 2) and only partially revealed

(thickness of lips) when faces from real women were used (Study 1).

Although many dimensions comprise facial attractiveness, only

two have been controlled for in experiment 1 (overall femininity

and symmetry). Men have been previously demonstrated to prefer

the most attractive female faces rather than self-resembling ones,

although when attractiveness was controlled for, the self-re-

sembling faces were preferred [49]. This probably explains the

discrepancy between the results of Study 1 (where two attractive-

ness components were statistically controlled for) and Study 2

(where all attractiveness components were experimentally con-

trolled for). To avoid false statistical associations among traits that

might result from the numerous dimensions involved in facial

attractiveness, a very large sample size is required. In a limited

sample, an apparent preference for a trait can arise indirectly: it

could reflect a preference for another trait associated by chance

within the sample. Conversely, Study 2 used a protocol that adjusts

artificial faces of the experiment to each rater’s face, while

controlling for non-relevant variables. A limitation of Study 1 is

that the question asked to the raters (‘‘which of the 2 women is

more attractive?’’), was not explicitly proposed in a context of long

or short-term relationship, which can influence preferences [50].

Why would self-resembling mates be preferred? When re-

semblance is based on a large number of genetically heritable

traits, it becomes a measure of genetic proximity. Due to the

known inbreeding depression in most human societies

[51,52,53,54], mate preference based on high resemblance (i.e.,

toward close kin) should be avoided. Indeed, self-resemblance

decreases attractiveness in a short-term sexual context [55]. This

avoidance is in fact enforced by a biological mechanism (Wester-

mark effect) that suppresses sexual attraction toward co-residents

during childhood–generally siblings or close members of kin

[56,57,58,59]. This biological mechanism is further reinforced by

social rules forbidding incestuous marriages, where the definition

of incest is based on family linkage (with a large cultural variation)

[60]. Considering these mechanisms enforcing avoidance of

inbreeding depression, some degree of homogamous mate

preference should develop only if there is also an extent

outbreeding depression. Outbreeding can induce a loss of fitness

in several species [61,62]. Outbreeding depression can be

attributed to the disruption of local adaptation (cultural or

genetic), underdominance, or epistatic interactions. Ideally, there

should be an optimal balance between inbreeding and outbreeding

[63]. Interestingly, in Iceland, the greatest reproductive success is

for couples related at the level of third and fourth cousins, with

a decrease in fertility for closer or more distantly related couples

[23]. It is thus possible that homogamy results from a selection for

avoiding outbreeding depression, given that inbreeding is already

prevented by other mechanisms (biological and social).

The homogamy hypothesis is possibly confounded by the

familial imprinting effect e.g. preference for the face of the

opposite-sex parent [24,64,65]. However, because children re-

semble their parents, it’s difficult to distinguish between effects of

familial imprinting and homogamy (self-referential phenotype

matching). Clearly, there is also the possibility that preference for

the face of the opposite-sex parent correspond to a preference for

homogamous mating. Nevertheless, it seems that these two

mechanisms exist, and have context-specific effects [66].

Mate preference does not readily translate into actual mate

choice, due to mate competition and social subdivisions. It is even

possible that traits considered to significantly influence attractive-

ness do not exert effective influence on actual pairing [29],

suggesting that preferences might not always be readily deduced

from observed pairing. The observed homogamy in real couples

for the five facial features examined in our study suggests that

preference for homogamous mating has operated. There are,

however, several potentially confounding phenomena that might

account for apparently homogamous mating. For instance, if there

is competition in both sexes for long-term mates, a similarity

between romantic partners would result as a side effect [67].

Attractive individuals might pick their own preferred (and

attractive) mate from the pool of those available, leaving less

attractive individuals to pair with those that remain unpaired.

Thus, homogamy might result from such a process, despite the fact

that all individuals prefer the same category (attractiveness) for

mates. However, as raters in this study did not prefer the same

features (their preferences depended on their own traits), this

process is unlikely to apply here. Similarly, resemblance could

result from long-term environment sharing, rather than from

preferences at the time of couple formation [5,6,25]. However, the

traits considered here mainly have a genetic basis and are thus not

particularly prone to such effects. Homogamy might also result

from social proximity. Indeed, people are more likely to meet their

mate within their own social class; thus, there is a high probability

that they will share traits that are specific to this class. A

prerequisite for this hypothesis is that the features involved are

differently distributed across social classes. To our knowledge, the

distribution of facial features across social classes has not been

studied.

Homogamy in the context of the facial features examined in our

study has already been reported for hair color (0.28) and eye color

(0.21) [20,68]. Concerning preferences, Laeng et al. [20] found

that, consistent with our study, blue-eyed men tended to rate blue-

eyed women as more attractive than brown-eyed ones. However,

they also found that brown-eyed men exhibited no preference for

blue- or brown-eyed women. In contrast, we observed that brown-

eyed men found brown eyes women more attractive. The reasons

for this discrepancy are unclear and might originate from
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differences in experimental design (e.g., manipulated photographs

of real faces versus manipulated artificial faces; attractiveness scale

versus choice among alternatives), true cultural differences (e.g.,

Norway versus southern France) or random effects (e.g., the

number of raters was about 4-fold larger in the present study).

Future studies are warranted to clarify this point.

Women’s facial attractiveness is complex and includes many

components. Paternity signaling is not a significant component of

attractiveness, at least within the experimental context of this

study. Mate similarity, although certainly not a predominant

component compared to fertility cues, is likely a component that

should be thoroughly controlled for in future studies of homog-

amous preference. Further studies are necessary to verify whether

the preference for homogamous traits is favored as a way to avoid

outbreeding and its associated fitness costs. Although these costs

have been delineated in many other species, they remain to be

investigated in humans. Finally, the underlying mechanisms of

outbreeding depression need to be better understood.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Points for measurement of asymmetry and
femininity. For asymmetry, eight distances on each side of the

face were considered: (2-3) vs (4-5), (15-17) vs (18-20), (16-8) vs (19-

9) and (3-21) vs (4-21). For femininity/masculinity, nine distances

were computed: (2-5), (3-4), (6-7), (8-9), (11-12), (10-13), (2-14), (1-

14) and (11-14).

(TIF)

Figure S2 Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) according
to sex. It provides a synthetic variable corresponding to

a masculinity/femininity axis. The coordinate of each woman

along this axis represents her individual femininity value.

(TIF)
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